Proxy Voting Policy and Procedures of Acadian Asset Management (Japan)
Policy
Whether Acadian will have proxy voting responsibility on behalf of a separate account client is subject to
negotiation as part of the overall investment management agreement executed with each client. Should
a client desire that Acadian vote proxies on their behalf, Acadian will accept such authority and agree
with the client whether votes should be cast in accordance with Acadian’s proxy voting policy or in
accordance with a client specific proxy voting policy. Should the client wish to retain voting
responsibility themselves, Acadian would have no further involvement in the voting process but would
remain available to provide reasonable assistance to the client as needed.
Acadian has adopted a proxy voting policy reasonably designed to ensure that it votes proxies in the
best interest of clients. Acadian utilizes the services of Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”), an
unaffiliated proxy firm, to help manage the proxy voting process and to research and vote proxies on
behalf of Acadian’s clients who have instructed Acadian to vote proxies on their behalf. Unless a client
provides a client specific voting criteria to be followed when voting proxies on behalf of holdings in their
portfolio, each vote is made according to predetermined guidelines agreed to between the proxy service
firm and Acadian. Acadian believes that utilizing this proxy service firm helps Acadian vote in the best
interest of clients and insulates Acadian’s voting decisions from any potential conflicts of interest.
When voting proxies on behalf of our clients, Acadian assumes a fiduciary responsibility to vote in our
clients' best interests. So that it may fulfill these fiduciary responsibilities to clients, Acadian has adopted
and implemented these written policies and procedures reasonably designed to ensure that it votes
proxies in the best interest of clients.
Procedures
Proxy Voting Guidelines
Acadian acknowledges it has a duty of care to its clients that requires it to monitor corporate events and
vote client proxies when instructed by the client to do so. To assist in this effort, Acadian has retained
ISS to research and vote its proxies. ISS provides proxy-voting analysis and votes proxies in accordance
with predetermined guidelines. Relying on ISS to vote proxies is intended to help ensure that Acadian
votes in the best interest of its clients and insulates Acadian’s voting decisions from any potential
conflicts of interest. Acadian will also accept specific written proxy voting instructions from a client and
communicate those instructions to ISS to implement when voting proxies involving that client’s portfolio.
In specific instances where ISS will not vote a proxy, will not provide a voting recommendation, or other
instances where there is an unusual cost or requirement related to a proxy vote, Acadian’s Proxy
Coordinator will conduct an analysis to determine whether the costs related to the vote outweigh the
potential benefit to our client. If we determine, in our discretion, that it is in the best of interest of our
client not to participate in the vote Acadian will not participate in the vote on behalf of our client. If we
determine that a vote would be in the best interest of our client, the Proxy Coordinator will seek a
voting recommendation from an authorized member of our investment team and ensure the vote is cast
as they instruct.
Unless contrary instructions are received from a client, Acadian has instructed ISS to not vote proxies in
so-called "share blocking" markets. Share-blocking markets are markets where proxy voters have their
securities blocked from trading during the period of the annual meeting. The period of blocking typically
lasts from a few days to two weeks. During the period, any portfolio holdings in these markets cannot be
sold without a formal recall. The recall process can take time, and in some cases, cannot be
accomplished at all. This makes a client’s portfolio vulnerable to a scenario where a stock is dropping in
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attractiveness but cannot be sold because it has been blocked. Shareholders who do not vote are not
subject to the blocking procedure.
Acadian also reserves the right to override ISS vote recommendations under certain circumstances.
Acadian will only do so if they believe that voting contrary to the ISS recommendation is in the best
interest of clients. All overrides will be approved by an Officer of Acadian and will be documented with
the reasons for voting against the ISS recommendation.
Conflicts of Interest
Occasions may arise during the voting process in which the best interest of clients conflicts with
Acadian’s interests. In these situations ISS will continue to follow the same predetermined guidelines as
formally agreed upon between Acadian and ISS before such conflict of interest existed. Conflicts of
interest generally include (i) business relationships where Acadian has a substantial business
relationship with, or is actively soliciting business from, a company soliciting proxies, or (ii) personal or
family relationships whereby an employee of Acadian has a family member or other personal
relationship that is affiliated with a company soliciting proxies, such as a spouse who serves as a director
of a public company. A conflict could also exist if a substantial business relationship exists with a
proponent or opponent of a particular initiative.
If Acadian learns that a conflict of interest exists, its Proxy Coordinator will prepare a report for review
with a compliance officer, and senior management if needed, that identifies (i) the details of the conflict
of interest, (ii) whether or not the conflict is material, and (iii) procedures to ensure that Acadian makes
proxy voting decisions based on the best interests of clients. If Acadian determines that a material
conflict exists, it will defer to ISS to vote the proxy in accordance with the predetermined voting policy.
Voting Policies
Acadian has adopted the proxy voting policies developed by ISS, summaries of which can be found at
http://www.issgovernance.com/policy and which are deemed to be incorporated herein. The policies
have been developed based on ISS’ independent, objective analysis of leading corporate governance
practices and their support of long-term shareholder value. Acadian may change its proxy voting policy
from time to time without providing notice of changes to clients.
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